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Abstract—Action recognition plays a fundamental role in com-
puter vision and video analysis. Nevertheless, extracting effective
spatial-temporal features remains a challenging task. This paper
proposes three simple but effective weakly Semantic Guided
Modules (SGMs) for both environment constrained and cross
domain action recognition. The SGMs are composed of totally
3D convolution and element-wise gated operations, thus they are
efficient and easy to be implemented. The semantic guidance is
obtained in a weakly supervised manner, in which each video clip
is labeled with only an action class instead of pixel level semantics.
Benefitting from the semantic guidance, the network (named
SGN, abbreviation for Semantic Guided Network) can focus on
the salient parts of the video clips. Consequently, the redundant
information can be reduced and the model is more robust to
noises. Besides, benefitting from the intrinsic property of SGMs,
SGN is totally end-to-end trainable. Quantities of experiments
on both environment constrained (e.g., Penn, HMDB-51 and
UCF-101) and cross domain (e.g., ODAR) action recognition
datasets demonstrate its effectiveness. Specifically, SGN gets
improvements of 3.7%, 2.1% and 5.2% for Penn, HMDB-51
and UCF-101 than the baseline ResNet3D, respectively, and SGN
ranked the 3rd place in ODAR 2017 challenge.

Index Terms—Semantic Guided Module, Action Recognition,
Cross Domain, 3D Convolution, Attention Model.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IDEO based human action recognition [1]–[4] has drawn
great attention due to the potential applications in video

surveillance [5], [6] and event detection [7], [8] etc. How-
ever, extracting effective spatial-temporal motion descriptors
for videos is still of great challenge. This is primarily due
to the long temporal duration, quantities redundant frames,
illumination and viewpoint variations [9].

Existing action recognition methods can be categorized into
two types: 1) method based on hand-crafted features with an
independent classifier and 2) method based on deep-learned
features with a joint classifier. The first method starts by
extracting time-invariant temporal features, e.g., Space Time
Interest Points (STIP) [10], Dense Trajectories (DT) [11],
improved Dense Trajectories (iDT) [12], 3D Motion History
Image (3D-MHI) [13], 3D Histogram of Gradient (3D-HoG)
[14] and 3D Scale Invariant Feature Transform (3D-SIFT) [15]
etc. After applying feature encoding techniques such as Bag
of Words (BoW) [16], Fisher Vector (FV) [17] or Vector of
Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [18], video based
human action recognition can be easily solved by machine
learning methods, e.g., Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of (a) the basic 3D Convolution Block and (b) the proposed
Semantic Guided Block (abbreviated as SGB). SGN consists of multiple SGBs
while SGB is composed of SGM. SGM enables SGN to focus on action agents
and to be more robust to noises.

Recently, various deep learning based methods have been
proposed for action recognition. These methods simultane-
ously learn a feature extractor, a feature encoder and an
action classifier via an end-to-end network. The emergence of
these methods is primely due to their achievements for static
image tasks, e.g., image classification [20], [21] and object
recognition [22], [23]. Since a video consists of numbers of
consecutive frames, a natural approach is to regard each frame
as a single static image and apply traditional deep networks
directly on frame level [24]. Nevertheless, a video sequence is
quite different from a set of static images due to its temporal
correlation among neighbor frames. In order to exploit the
temporal coherence among adjacent frames, Spatial-Temporal
Convnet [25] discusses multiple strategies extending the frame
connectivity in temporal domain, e.g., early fusion, late fusion
and temporal fusion. 3D Convolutional Neural Network (3D-
CNN) [26] extends frame level 2D CNN to spatial-temporal
domain by performing 3D convolution. Later, Convolutional
3D (C3D) [27] is proposed as a more general framework.
C3D is also an extension of 2D CNN to spatial-temporal
domain, thus it can capture motion information among mul-
tiple adjacent frames. Furthermore, researchers on neurology
prove that human visual cortex for action recognition contains
two streams [28] - a ventral stream for object recognition
and a dorsal stream for motion recognition. Based on that
assumption, a two-stream architecture is proposed [29]–[32].
Within this architecture, a spatial network is designed to deal
with object recognition on frame level, and a temporal network
is present for handling motion recognition on optical flow
level. An alternative method in dealing with video sequences is
temporal pooling [33], such as Max pooling, Conv Pooling and
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Time-Domain Convolution Pooling. Rank Pooling [34] learns
temporal importance via an inner-optimization of temporal
semantics. Additionally, there are also methods utilizing Re-
current Neural Networks (RNN) or Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) [35], due to the fact that they are naturally appropriate
for sequential data and that they can handle variable length
video representations. Nevertheless, the method based on
LSTM [36] often requires that video frames be encoded as
feature vectors using pre-trained image classification networks,
e.g., GoogleNet [37], thus the recognition accuracy is partly
rely on the feature extraction network.

This paper proposes a Semantic Guided Network (SGN)
(see Fig. 1 for an intuitive illustration). The motivations are
formulated as follows.

1) From the perspective of human cognition, researches
on neurology and cognition have demonstrated that,
humans never take all information into consideration
when observing the world. Instead, they focus on the
specific visual areas of the scene and the key frame of
a video sequence [38]. This motivates us to design a
network that can pay attention to salient spatial-temporal
areas, i.e., attention based model.

2) While it is intuitive of incorporating attention model for
video-based action recognition. typical attention based
methods may be invalid when it come to cross domain
datasets, which is partly due to the large intra-class
variance within an action. This motivates us to de-
sign a network that is action-related while environment-
independent module, i.e., semantic guided network.

3) To design a fully semantic guided network, it is in-
evitable to require large amounts of pixel-level calibra-
tions, which is both human- and time- consumption.
Besides, training a network with pixel-level calibrations
is hard and it provides only as an auxiliary assistance of
our action recognition task. This motivates us to design
a semantic network without pixel-level calibration, i.e.,
weakly semantic guidance.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

1) This paper proposes three kinds of Semantic Guided
Modules (named SGM-S, SGM-M and SGM-G, see
Fig. 2 for more detailed illustration) combined with
ResNet3D1 [39] for video based human action recog-
nition. SGMs perform as guidance gates, where the
information related to the given task is reserved while
the irrelevant motions or noises are ignored.

2) This paper presents a weakly Semantic Guided Network
(SGN) based upon the aggregated SGMs (referred as
SGB, abbreviation for Semantic Guided Block). Here
weakly indicates that the semantic guidance is obtained
given only the video level action label instead of the pixel
level semantic calibration.

3) The semantic guidance is derived via a simply combina-
tion of 3D convolution, nonlinear activation and element-
wise multiplication. Benefitting from SGMs, SGN is

1Caffe C3D Residual Network. Available at: https://github.com/facebook/
C3D/tree/master/C3D-v1.1/examples/c3d ucf101 finetuning

totally differentiable and can be trained via back propa-
gation in an end-to-end manner.

To verify the effectiveness of SGM, this paper conducts
experiments on both environment constrained, e.g., UCF-
101, HMDB-51, Penn and cross domain, e.g., ODAR datasets.
More precisely, SGN is implemented for 2017 Open Domain
Action Recognition challenge2. Results demonstrate that SGN
is effective for cross domain action recognition.

Note that the proposed network is regarded to be weakly
semantic guided, and the reasons are three-fold.

1) Employing image-level or video-level labels as weakly
semantic guidance is a hot research topic. For examples,
the image level object labels can be regarded as a weakly
semantic guidance for images [40], [41]. Similarly, the
video level action labels can also be regarded as a weakly
semantic guidance for videos [42], [43]. In our training
stage, we are also only given the video level action labels
instead of the pixel level semantic calibration, and that is
the reason we call our module weakly semantic guided.

2) It has great advantages of taking video level action labels
as a weakly semantic guidance. Specifically, it is time-
and labor-saving. Even though it is of great significance
for vision tasks, getting quantities of training samples
with comprehensive pixel level semantic calibration is
impossible at the era of big data. Taking video level
action labels as weakly semantic guidance is a proper
solution. In this paper, the semantic cues are introduced
totally by transformations of middle-layer feature maps.

3) The semantic information is introduced simply with the
guidance of video level action labels. Benefitting from
SGM, SGN can capture the spatial-temporal semantic
area, which is not declared in typical ResNet3D. In other
words, the video-level action label is employed as a
weakly semantic guidance for SGM, and this kind of se-
mantic cues guide SGM to learn a semantic feature map
that can depict the related actions in turns. Furthermore,
softmax is employed as the activation function of SGM,
which performs as a semantic gate filter that can remove
the redundant information and preserve the informative
details. Whereas for ResNet3D, there is no semantic filter
but only concatenation of feature maps.

II. RELATED WORKS

The most relevant work to this paper is the visual attention
mechanism that often used in Visual Question Answering
(VQA) [44], [45], Image Caption [46], [47] and Machine
Translation [48], [49].

A. Spatial Attention for Action Recognition

Motivated by the human spatial attention mechanism, Soft
Attention Mechanism (SAM) [50] first extracts the last con-
volutional layer feature maps by pushing the video frames

2Open Domain Action Recognition challenge (ODAR). Available at: http:
//sesame.comp.nus.edu.sg/workshop/odar2017/
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to pretrained GoogleNet model [37], and then calculates the
spatial attention score α via

αi = softmax(wT
i h + bi), (1)

where wi ∈ Rd is the weight of the ith spatial location,
h ∈ Rd is the hidden state, d is the channel number of the
last layer feature maps, and bi ∈ R1 is the bias. Similarly,
Spatial Channel-wise Attention CNN (SCA-CNN) [51] obtains
its spatial attention distribution α by

A = tanh((WsV⊕ bs)⊕Whsht−1),

α = softmax(wTA + b),
(2)

where V ∈ Rd×wh is the reshaped feature map, s represents
spatial, w, h are the spatial sizes, t is time indicator related to
hidden node, Ws ∈ Rk×d and Whs ∈ Rk×d are transformation
matrices, w ∈ Rk is a transformation vector, bs ∈ Rk and b ∈
Rwh are model biases and ⊕ denotes vector-matrix summation
of adding a vector to each column of a matrix.

B. Temporal Attention for Action Recognition

Action recognition can be regarded as sequence classifica-
tion. Nevertheless there are many redundant frames irrelevant
to the target actions. In fact, humans are able to capture
the key frames from a long range sequence. Motivated by
this, Temporal Attention Gated Model (TAGM) [52] integrates
ideas from attention models and gated recurrent networks
to better deal with noisy or unsegmented sequences. TAGM
extends the concept of attention model to temporal domain and
utilizes a novel gated bidirectional recurrent neural network to
learn the temporal attention score βt via

βt = sigmoid(mT(
←−
h t;
−→
h t) + bt), (3)

where m ∈ R2d is the weight vector,
←−
h t ∈ Rd and

−→
h t ∈ Rd

are the forward and backward hidden representations, and
bt ∈ R1 is the bias. Adaptive Scan Pooling (AdaScan) [53]
learns the temporal attention value βt via an importance oper-
ator fimp, based on the former aggregated features ψ(x1:t−1)
and the current features ϕ(xt), where xt represents the t-th
frame. It can be formulated as βt = fimp(ψ(x1:t−1), ϕ(xt)).
Temporal Attention Filter (TAF) [54] describes the temporal
importance via a mixture of Gaussian filters. For a video of
temporal length T , each learned attention filter corresponds to
a particular temporal sub-interval, and is represented as

gn = 0.5 · T · (g̃n + 1),

δn =
T

N − 1
δ̃n,

µi
n = g̃n + (i− 0.5 ·N + 0.5)δn,

n = 1, · · · , N, (4)

by its central location g, duration δ, and resolution µ in
temporal coordinate. Here N is the number of Gaussian filters.

C. Spatial-Temporal Attention for Action Recognition

Extracting discriminative features both spatial and tempo-
ral is challenging. Spatial Temporal Attention-aware Pooling
(STAP) [55] first predicts video saliency using existing video

saliency models, and then derives the visual descriptors be-
longing to the a-th spatial attention channel, t-th temporal
attention channel descriptor fat by

fat =
∑

x|l∈Ga(x),t∈Gt(x)
dx∑

x|l∈Ga(x),t∈Gt(x)
1
, (5)

where x is the video patch descriptor, Ga(x) is the channel set,
Gt(x) is the temporal set and dx is a sparse histogram projec-
tion vector of x. Spatial Temporal Attention Model (STAM)
[38] learns to selectively focus on the discriminative joints
of skeleton within each frame and pays different levels of
attention to different frames. The spatial attention importance
is obtained as

α = softmax(Us tanh(Wxsxi + Whshs + bs) + bus), (6)

where Us ∈ Rk×c, Wxs ∈ Rc×d, Whs ∈ Rc×d are the
learnable parameters, bs ∈ Rc and bus ∈ Rk are the bias
vectors, hs ∈ Rd is the hidden variable and x ∈ Rd is the frame
representation. The temporal attention score is computed by

βt = ReLU(wT
x xt + wT

h ht + bt), (7)

where wx ∈ Rd, wh ∈ Rd are the learnable parameters, bt ∈
R1 is the bias vector and ht ∈ Rd is the hidden variable.

Except for the attention models on visual frames, there are
also methods focusing on detecting the informative human
joints for 3D action recognition [56], [57]. The proposed
SGMs differ from the above attention models in three aspects:

1) Distinct from spatial attention modules, SGM is scale
insensitive. The semantic guidance across different layers
can be integrated together, or it can be transformed to the
corresponding spatial size.

2) Different from temporal attention modules, SGM is based
on ResNet3D. Three new modules with varying com-
plexities and performances are proposed and all of the
three modules are quite different from existing temporal
attention models in temporal selection, because SGM
implicitly learns temporal weights with spatial semantic
guidance.

3) Distinguished from other spatial-temporal attention mod-
ules, SGM is weakly supervised. The semantic guidance
information can be derived directly from the video level
labels [40]–[43] via 3D convolution, nonlinear activation
and element-wise operation.

The advantages of SGMs are summarized as follow:
1) Validity - This paper conducts quantities of experiments

on various environment constrained and cross domain
action recognition datasets. Results show that SGMs are
effective and robust to noises.

2) Simplicity - SGMs are simply composed of 3D convo-
lution, nonlinear activation and element-wise operations.
Implementation to large scale dataset is feasible.

3) Efficiency - At training stage, SGMs can be trained in an
end-to-end manner. At testing stage, SGMs are of high
efficiency of 391 fps with a single Titan X GPU.

4) Accuracy - This paper compares SGMs with several
other state-of-the-art methods including C3D [27] and
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Fig. 2. Three types of Semantic Guided Modules. SGM is composed of 3D convolution, non-linear activation and element-wise operation.

Two-Stream [29] networks etc. Experiments prove that
SGMs outperform other methods obviously.

III. WEAKLY SEMANTIC GUIDED NETWORK

Given a variable length video clip V = {V1, · · · ,Vt},Vi ∈
Rw×h×c, i = 1, · · · , t, where w, h, c and t are the correspond-
ing video width, video height, channel number and temporal
length. Action recognition aims to recognize the actions being
taken place in V . Usually actions are highly correlated with the
action agent, motivated by this mechanism, this paper proposes
SGMs to guide the network to pay attention to the highly
relevant feature map areas.

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed three types of SGMs. The
following section first explains the basic network architecture,
and then presents the details of SGMs.

A. Overview

The main consideration of action recognition is extract-
ing representative spatial-temporal features. Specifically, two-
stream network [29] splits the spatial-temporal features into
single frame level and optical flow level. Though being ef-
fective, it needs extra pre-computation of optical flows. C3D
[27] provides an even simpler solution by taking both spatial
and temporal convolution into consideration. The proposed
SGMs are inherited from C3D and ResNet3D. Technically,
given a 3D convolution cube K ∈ Rx×y×t, the corresponding
3D convolution output is defined as

O = V ~K =
∑
c

x∑
p=1

y∑
q=1

t∑
r=1

KpqrV(i+p)(j+q)(k+r), (8)

where ~ denotes 3D convolution, i, j and k are indexes.

B. Semantic Guided Modules

Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [58] can be used for
semantic segmentation directly from feature maps, thus feature
maps themselves are desired to contain abundant high-level
semantic information. Under this assumption, a straightfor-
ward method for exploiting semantic guidance is directly using
former layer feature maps with appropriate transformations.
This module is called SGM-S (Semantic Guided Module -
Simple, see Fig. 2 (a)), which is defined by

αs = softmax(F ~Ws + Bs). (9)

Here F is the former layer feature maps, Ws is the learned
parameter, Bs is the bias and αs is the desired semantic
information or spatial importance.

Compared with SGM-S, a more precise method is utilizing
multi-layer 3D convolution. Considering that sigmoid acti-
vation is not zero-mean, tanh activation are implemented at
the middle layer. This module is named SGM-M (Semantic
Guided Module - Multilayer, see Fig. 2 (b)) and it can be
formulated as

αm = softmax(tanh(F ~Ws + Bs)~Wm + Bm). (10)

Similarly,Wm and Bm are the learned 3D convolution param-
eter and bias, respectively.

Nevertheless, one shortcoming of the former two SGMs
is that the learned semantic guidance may be biased (the
dashed blue arrow in Fig. 2). And a possible solution is
exploiting multiple branches with a gated selection. Formally,
two semantic branches are first built with the same architecture
as SGM-S (with tanh activation) via{

L = tanh(F ~WL + BL)

R = tanh(F ~WR + BR)
. (11)

This is mainly inspired by the ϵ-greedy strategy frequently
used in reinforcement learning. Then an extra branch with
sigmoid activation is built as a gated selection via

P = sigmoid(F ~WG + BG). (12)

Finally, the gated semantic guidance is defined as

αg = softmax(P ⊙ L+ (E− P)⊙R), (13)

where E is an all-one tensor with the same size as P , ⊙
represents element-wise multiplication. Here P performs as
the greedy possibility in ϵ-greedy. This module is denoted as
SGM-G (Semantic Guided Module - Gated, see Fig. 2 (c)).

Casting on ResNet3D, the proposed SGN can be formulated.
The overall network architecture and a direct comparison
between ResNet3D and SGN is shown in Fig. 3. Except for
the basic usage of replacing single RCB/RIB using a SGB,
multiple SGBs at different layers can be integrated together
(denoted as Fusion SGMs, e.g., replacing both RIB2b and
RIB3b simultaneously) for getting a deep nonlinear video
representation. Besides, in order to explore the impact of
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Fig. 4. An intuitive comparison among BCB, RCB, RIB and SGB.

semantic granularity, SGB can be also employed via skip
connection (denoted as Cross Layer SGMs, e.g., from RIB2b
to RIB3b). The effectiveness of these modules are illustrated
in section IV-D and IV-E.

C. Comparison with ResNet3D

Fig. 4 presents an intuitive comparison among (a) the
basic 3D Convolution Block (abbreviated as BCB), (b) the
ResNet3D Convolution Block (abbreviated as RCB), (c) the
ResNet3D Identity Block (abbreviated as RIB) and (d) the
proposed 3D Semantic Guided Block (abbreviated as SGB,
with SGM-S as the semantic guidance).

Formally, suppose the former layer feature map is Fn, the
later layer feature map is Fn+1, and the hidden convolution
transformation is H, then BCB (see Fig. 4(a)) is denoted as

Fn+1
b = H(Fn). (14)

Compared with BCB, RCB (see Fig. 4(b)) adds an extra
convolution branch from the former layer to the later layer,
and it can be formulated as

Fn+1
c = H(Fn) + H

′
(Fn), (15)

where H
′

is the residual connection. RIB (see Fig. 4(c)) simply
adds an identity connection between the former layer and the
later layer via

Fn+1
i = H(Fn) + Fn. (16)

As is illustrated in ResNet [22], this connection prevents the
network from suffering gradient vanishing. Intuitively, SGB

(see Fig. 4(d)) integrates the output of RCB or RIB with SGM
via element-wise multiplication. This can be formulated as

Fn+1
s =

{
(H(Fn) + Fn)⊙HS(Fn), for RIB

(H(Fn) + H
′
(Fn))⊙HS(Fn), for RCB

. (17)

Here HS(Fn) = αS is the output of SGM. Note that as
illustrated in Fig. 3, the outputs of RIB/RCB and SGB are
with the same dimension, therefore, they can be combined via
element-wise multiplication (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Illustration about the combination of SGB and ResNet3D.

IV. EVALUATION

This section conducts extensive experiments to evaluate
the performance of the proposed SGMs. The state-of-the-
art methods in comparison including C3D [27] and Two-
Stream Network [29] etc. Codes and trained models have been
released3.

A. Datasets

UCF-101. UCF-1014 [59] is a challenging action recognition
dataset with large variations in viewpoint, scale, background,
illumination and camera motion. UCF-101 consists of 13,320
videos from 101 human action categories. Formally, UCF-101
provides three splits for training and testing. In experiments,
this paper reports the final average classification accuracy over
the three splits.
HMDB-51. HMDB-515 [60] is a more challenging action
recognition dataset with only 6,849 videos divided into 51
human action classes. Similarly, HMDB-51 also offers three

3Online. Available at: https://github.com/Tsingzao/SemanticGuidedBlock
4Online. Available at: http://crcv.ucf.edu/data/UCF101.php
5Online. Available at: http://serre-lab.clps.brown.edu/resource/hmdb-a-

large-human-motion-database/
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TABLE I
TESTING ACCURACY OF SGM AND BASELINE ON ODAR, HMDB-51, UCF-101 AND PENN.

ODAR HMDB UCF Penn
SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G

RCB2a 38.9 40.8 40.3 55.0 55.5 54.5 82.3 82.1 81.6 88.3 88.3 88.2
RIB2b 40.6 41.0 40.2 55.2 56.2 55.3 82.7 83.2 83.4 88.8 88.6 88.9
RCB3a 40.3 39.8 39.5 53.1 55.4 54.9 83.2 82.3 82.0 88.2 88.5 88.4
RIB3b 41.4 41.3 42.6 55.3 56.4 55.3 83.4 83.5 84.3 88.9 89.2 88.9
RCB4a 39.3 38.8 39.8 54.5 54.3 54.3 81.4 81.3 80.4 85.7 86.9 87.1
RIB4b 42.0 41.4 41.0 55.7 55.5 54.4 82.9 83.2 83.0 88.3 88.6 89.0
RCB5a 39.2 40.2 39.6 54.9 52.8 53.1 82.1 82.2 81.2 87.3 87.3 87.3
RIB5b 41.0 40.7 36.0 54.3 55.3 54.2 83.0 82.9 80.8 87.9 88.0 88.6

ResNet3D 39.00 46.9 82.6 86.8

splits for training and testing, and this paper reports the
classification accuracy on the first split for a fair comparison
with the other methods.
Penn. Penn6 [61] dataset contains 2,326 video sequences
of 15 action classes. This paper reports the results on the
given train-test split. Except for RGB frame information,
Penn also provides human joints annotations. Nevertheless,
different from other methods, SGM only exploits the RGB
frame information.
ODAR. ODAR7 dataset is a cross domain action recognition
dataset comprised of video samples from existing dataset,
e.g., IXMAS, KTH, M2I, MCAD, MSR, UCFARG, UIUC,
URALD and Weizmann. The training, validation, and testing
set consists of action samples from 12 known and 1 unknown
classes with similar or different camera deployment environ-
ment. Normally, this paper uses the validation set to select
parameters and report the results on test set.

B. Implementation Details

Each video is split into 16-frame length video clips without
overlapping between two consecutive clips. SGN follows the
setting of ResNet3D. Using shorthand notation, the full archi-
tecture of ResNet3D (see Fig. 3(a)) is BCB1(64) − RCB2a(64)
− RIB2b(64) − RCB3a(128) − RIB3b(128) − RCB4a(256)
− RIB4b(256) − RCB5a(512) − RIB5b(512) − pool − fc(c),
where the number in parenthesis indicates the number of
convolutional kernels. SGN possesses a similar architecture to
ResNet3D except for a small portion of blocks, e.g., replacing
RIB2b using SGB (see Fig. 3(b)). Specifically, for the first
convolution layer, its kernel size is 3 × 7 × 7 with stride
1 × 2 × 2 and padding 1 × 3 × 3, and the kernel size of the
second convolution layer is 3 × 3 × 3 with stride 1 × 1 × 1
and padding 1 × 1 × 1. All other 3D convolution kernels are
3× 3× 3 with stride 2× 2× 2 and padding 1× 1× 1 (in the
manner of t × w × h, where t is temporal length and w and
h are spatial sizes).

For network optimization, this paper adopts SGD with learn-
ing rate lr = 0.001, momentum m = 0.9 and weight decay
d = 0.0005. The learning rate is decreased with γ = 0.1 every
10, 000 iterations for UCF-101 and every 5, 000 iterations for

6Online. Available at: http://dreamdragon.github.io/PennAction/
7Online. Available at: http://sesame.comp.nus.edu.sg/workshop/odar2017/

HMDB-51, Penn and ODAR. All training stages stop within
50, 000 iterations. Besides, all of the training procedures are
pre-trained on Sport1M [25].

C. Analysis of SGM and Baseline

This section first compares SGMs with ResNet3D and then
evaluates SGN with single SGM applying to different layers.

TABLE I demonstrates the testing accuracy of different
SGMs, as well as different SGMs at different layers. The first
column represents the ResNet 3D blocks to be integrated with
SGMs. From top to bottom, the layer is getting deeper and
the semantic information is becoming more abstract. Feature
maps at the lower layer preserve detailed information while
higher layer indicates abstract semantics. The last row is the
testing accuracy of ResNet3D.

TABLE I indicates that the semantic information at Identity
Blocks is more effective than that at Convolution Blocks. One
possible explanation is that feature maps of Identity Block
contains quantities of information Fn from the former layer as
Equation (16). Though it prevents the network from suffering
gradient vanishing in the backward process, it also brings
in noises from the former layer during the forward process.
Thus a proper semantic guidance at Identity Block makes the
network more robust to noises, and the performance promotion
is more obvious. In general, the semantic guidance at middle
layers perform slightly better than other layers.

If given sufficient training samples, e.g., UCF-101 and
ODAR consist of 107,142 and 41,128 training samples after
data augmentation, respectively, the best performance can
be obtained by employing SGM-G on RIB3b. Otherwise,
e.g., HMDB-51 and Penn contain 19,667 and 4,873 train-
ing samples, respectively, the best performance is obtained
by employing SGM-M on RIB3b. Fig. 8 also supports this
conclusion.

D. Analysis of Fusion SGMs

This section analyzes the influence of fusion SGMs and
TABLE II shows the performance.

For TABLE II, each row represents a fusion strategy, e.g.,
row RCB2a + RIB2b represents integrating the two SGMs at
Convolution Block 2a and Identity Block 2b. More precisely,
this indicates replacing RCB2a and RIB2b simultaneously
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TABLE II
TESTING ACCURACY OF FUSION SGMS ON ODAR, HMDB-51, UCF-101 AND PENN.

ODAR HMDB UCF Penn
SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G SGM-S SGM-M SGM-G

RCB2a + RIB2b 41.0 41.7 42.3 54.5 56.4 57.1 86.6 86.1 86.4 88.8 87.6 88.0
RCB3a + RIB3b 42.0 42.6 41.8 55.0 57.8 58.2 86.5 86.2 86.5 89.5 88.2 89.6
RCB4a + RIB4b 42.0 42.8 42.5 55.3 56.5 56.0 86.1 86.5 87.8 88.5 88.9 89.5
RCB5a + RIB5b 41.0 41.5 39.7 55.4 57.6 56.8 86.7 87.0 86.6 88.3 89.0 89.0

All RCB 39.1 41.0 39.4 52.5 55.1 54.1 85.2 84.6 83.2 88.5 88.2 89.1
All RIB 42.9 42.9 41.4 54.8 59.0 57.4 85.0 85.9 85.4 88.5 90.5 80.8

All RCB + RIB 41.8 41.7 40.2 54.6 57.5 57.2 86.3 87.2 86.1 89.4 89.0 89.7

Fig. 6. Testing accuracies of cross layer SGMs on ODAR (the first row),
HMDB (the second row), UCF (the third row) and Penn (the last row).

using two SGBs in Fig. 3(b). From TABLE II, the following
points can be drawn. (a) Considering testing accuracy, the
fusion strategy gets an obvious improvement than ResNet3D.
Generally, the fused SGM also outperforms the baseline of
single SGM (shown in TABLE I). Integrating multiple seman-
tic guidance boosts its performance. (b) Integrating multiple
SGMs at identity block is superior to that at convolution
block. This is identical to the results reported in TABLE I.
Integrating all SGMs at convolution block gets a small portion
of accuracy improvement. This is probably due to the fact that
convolution block itself can be regarded as a coarse semantic
block (see Fig. 4). Adding SGMs to RCB makes the network
more complex and demands more training samples. (c) Given
sufficient data, (i.e., UCF, fusion SGM is more complex than
single SGM and the sample threshold should be higher),
the best performance is obtained by employing SGM-G on
RCB4a+RIB4b. Otherwise, the best performance is obtained
by employing SGM-M on all RIB. TABLE VII also support
this conclusion.

E. Analysis of Cross Layer SGMs

This section analyzes the influence of Cross Layer SGMs
and Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of cross layer SGMs.

Within each subplot of Fig. 6, the row represents the source
SGM and the column represents the destination SGM. For
example, the value at row RCB4a and column RCB5a in
Fig. 6 indicates the testing accuracy of applying semantics
from RCB4a to RCB5a. The proposed network is a forward
network, and semantics from the higher layer to the lower
layer (e.g., from RCB5a to RCB4a) are not considered. The
baseline is to employ the former layer feature maps as
semantic guidances directly via down sampling (e.g., down
sample RIB3b by stride 2 as semantic mask for RIB4B). For
better visualization, the testing accuracy are transformed by
first select a lower bound al for each dataset, and then the
values are normalized to the range of al and ah, where ah
is the upper bound. The cross layer SGMs performs better
than the baseline. This indicates that SGM indeed learns some
informative messages favorable for action recognition. Specif-
ically, semantics connected to identity blocks performs better
than to the convolution blocks. These results are identical to
the illustrations in section IV-C.

(a) ResNet3D

(b) SGM

Fig. 7. Visualization of pool5 feature embedding on HMDB-51 dataset using
t-SNE. Better viewed in color.
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Fig. 8. Visualization of feature maps of SGN on Penn action recognition dataset.

F. Analysis of SGM Feature Embedding

In this section, 1000 video clips from HMDB-51 dataset are
randomly selected to investigate whether the learned semantic
features are discriminative. After extracting the pool5 features
of both SGN and ResNet3D, we can visualize the feature
embedding by projecting them into 2D space using t-SNE [62].
For clarity, this section only shows the results of 10 classes,
including golf, dribble, kiss, pullup, push, ride bike, ride horse,
shoot ball, shoot bow and sit. Basically, these selected action
categories are very similar, e.g., ride bike v.s. ride horse, and
they cannot be distinguished easily.

Fig. 7 presents the visualized results. Each video clip is
visualized as a scatter point and the points with same colors
belong to the same class. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the feature
embedding of SGN is more semantically separable compared
with ResNet3D.

G. Visualization of SGM Feature Maps

Given a video frame, Fig. 8 presents the visualization of
various SGM feature maps on Penn dataset. Each column
represents a given video frame and its corresponding feature
maps, while each row represents the feature maps at a given
layer. From top to bottom, the size of feature maps is getting
smaller and the semantic information is getting more abstract.
The original video frames and these SGM feature maps are
resized to the same size for better visualization.

From the perspective of human visual perception, SGM
feature maps at identity blocks (i.e., RIB2b, RIB3b, RIB4b,
RIB5b) are better than feature maps at convolution blocks (i.e.,
RCB2a, RCB3a, RCB4a, RCB5a). Even though feature maps
at convolution blocks are more likely to be noisy, they can also
contribute to improve the recognition accuracy. SGM feature

maps at identity block RIB3b are the best among all feature
maps. This agrees with the conclusion in former sections. As
Fig. 8 has listed all action classes in Penn dataset, SGM can
pay attention to the main action agents regardless of what
actions are being taken place.

H. Principles in selecting SGM or SGMs

From the former sections, we can summarize the principles
about how to employ SGM or SGMs for action recognition.
The principles can be found in TABLE III.

TABLE III
PRINCIPLES IN SELECTING SINGLE SGM FOR ACTION RECOGNITION.

Single SGM Fusion SGMs
SGM-M SGM-G SGM-M SGM-G

small dataset X(RIB3b) X(all RIB)

large dataset X(RIB3b) X(RCB4a+RIB4b)

I. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

This section evaluates SGN on several benchmark action
recognition datasets compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.
(a) Evaluation on Penn dataset. In Penn Action dataset, the
widths of video frames vary from 270 to 482 pixels, while the
heights of video frames vary from 204 to 480 pixels. Most
frame resolutions are 480 × 270 and 480 × 360. SGN first
resizes the video frames into 128 × 171 and then crop them
into 112× 112. Each video is split into 16-frame video clips
and the video level recognition accuracy can be obtained via
majority vote. Splitting videos into clips augments the dataset
from 2,326 videos into 9,127 clips. TABLE IV illustrates the
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testing accuracy of the proposed method compared with other
state-of-the-art algorithms. Note that the results of SGN are
fine tuned on Sports1M [25].

TABLE IV
TESTING ACCURACY OF SGN ON PENN DATASET COMPARED WITH

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS.

Method Acc

Traj Features
DT [11] 73.4

STIP [61] 82.9
iDT+FV [12] 89.7

Pose Features

ACPS [63] 79.0
Actemes [61] 79.4

MST-AOG [64] 74.0
Action Bank [65] 83.9

ST-AOG [66] 85.5
ACPS+iDT+FV [63] 92.9

CNN Features

C3D [27] 86.0
∗ResNet3D [39] 86.8

JDD [67] 87.4
∗FST CN [68] 87.8

∗Two-Stream [29] 88.9
TSB-C3D [69] 89.3

SGN(single SGM-M+RIB3b) 89.2
SGN(fusion SGMs-M+All RIB) 90.5

*Note the results are re-implemented with the same setting as SGN.

The basic method for action recognition is the trajectory
based method (e.g., DT [11], STIP [61] and iDT [12]). These
methods are effective for the reason that they record the
essential motion trajectories indicating an action. Among these
trajectory based methods, iDT with fisher vector encoding gets
the best performance. Since the released Penn action dataset
contains human joints annotations, there are methods devote
to utilizing these auxiliary features (denoted as Pose Features
in TABLE IV). Nevertheless, these methods perform slightly
worse than methods based on trajectory. This is because these
methods lack information of body appearance. A combination
features of trajectory and pose gets an improvement than
trajectory based methods. TABLE IV also provides results of
some prevalent CNN based methods. The baseline ResNet3D
gets an accuracy of 86.8%, which is inferior to iDT. JDD and
TSB-C3D are extensions of the original C3D. They exploit the
advantage of joints annotations, thus improves the performance
significantly. SGN does not utilize any joints annotations,
instead, SGN adds an extra semantic branch (SGM) to learn
these guidances. The only given supervised information is the
video level action label, thus SGN is weakly supervised. With
single semantic guided branch, SGN performs slightly worse
than joints involved methods (i.e., TSB-C3D), nevertheless,
SGN is still better than the original ResNet3D and C3D.
With the help of multiple SGMs, SGN improves a lot and it
outperforms FST CN and Two-Stream networks. Though SGN
is slightly worse than the combination of multiple handcrafted
features, extracting handcrafted features is time consuming,
and SGN is comparable with other state-of-the-art methods.

For clear comparison, this section also provides the visu-
alized confusion matrix of both ResNet3D and the proposed
SGN. As shown in Fig. 9, which is the clip level confusion
matrix, the most confusing category is clean and jerk versus
squat. Also, tennis forehand versus tennis serve is confusing

Fig. 9. The Confusion Matrix of ResNet3D and SGM on Penn Dataset.

due to their similarity in appearance and motion. It is even
hard for human beings to recognize these actions. Fig. 10
demonstrates some of these pairs.

convolution
sigmoid

relu

Clean and Jerk

Squat

Tennis Forehand

Tennis Serve

Fig. 10. Exemplary pairs of the most misclassified action videos in Penn.

(b) Evaluation on HMDB-51 dataset. This section com-
pares SGN against trajectory based features, single frame
features, fused image features, deep convolution features and
other spatial-temporal CNN models on HMDB-51 dataset.
HMDB-51 is a challenging dataset with long redundant frames
and complex backgrounds. The preprocessing procedures are
similar to the former subsection. HMDB-51 is a pure RGB
video dataset, therefore the methods using pose features are
not considered. A detailed comparison is demonstrated in
TABLE V.

TABLE V
TESTING ACCURACY OF SGN ON HMDB-51 DATASET COMPARED WITH

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS.

Method Acc

Traj Features iDT [11] 51.9
iDT + FV [12] 57.2

Single Image

Dynamic Image [70] 35.8
Single Frame [31] 47.1
Motion Image [9] 49.3
Optical Flow [31] 51.5

CNN Features

VisualAttention [50] 41.3
LSTM [71] 44.0

ResNet3D [39] 54.9
FST CN [68] 58.6

Two-Stream [29] 59.4
I3D (without Optical Flow) [72] 49.8

I3D (with Optical Flow) [72] 80.2
SGN(single SGM-M+RIB3b) 56.4

SGN(fusion SGMs-M+All RIB) 59.0

Fusion Image

Dynamic Image+Frame [70] 42.8
Motion Image+Frame [9] 52.9
Optical Flow+Frame [31] 54.9

SGN(fusion SGMs-M+All RIB)+Frame 60.2

*Note that the results combined with trajectory features are not included.
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Trajectory based features (i.e., iDT) with fisher vector
encoding is still the best handcrafted method for HMDB-51
dataset. It outperforms most methods including deep learned
methods. Additionallly, there are methods attempt to compress
the long temporal video frames into short or single video frame
representation. Specifically, randomly selected frame gets an
accuracy of 47.1%. The main drawback of single frame is
that it lacks temporal information which distinguishes a video
frame from a video sequence. Dynamic Image and Motion
Image learn a frame-like representation for a video clip,
however, the performance does not get much improvement.
Optical flow is a feasible representation of video sequences,
and its performance is close to iDT. Combing these single
image features with a random select frame boost their per-
formance. For deep learning based method, the baseline is
ResNet3D, which gets 46.9% accuracy. Two-stream network,
which integrates a static stream and a dynamic stream, is the
state-of-the-art method for action recognition. It utilizes both
frame level and optical flow level information as input, thus
it is multi-modality. SGN outperforms other single-modality
models (e.g., C3D, ResNet3D and FST CN), and SGN is also
superior to other multi-modality models (e.g., Two-Stream)
within multi-modality framework (e.g., combined with single
frame). A detailed comparison with I3D will be discussed in
section IV-I-(c). For better comprehension, Fig. 11 presents
some examples of correctly and non-correctly classified videos
of HMDB-51 dataset.

convolution
sigmoid

relu

Truth:      climb

ResNet3D:  climb

SGM:      climb

Truth:      catch

ResNet3D:  golf

SGM:      catch

Truth:      chew

ResNet3D:    chew

SGM:  smoke

Truth:      cartwheel

ResNet3D:      golf

SGM:          golf

Truth:       wave

ResNet3D:  sword

SGM:      shot

Truth:      drink

ResNet3D:  drink

SGM:      eat

Truth:      smoke

ResNet3D:   laugh

SGM:  smoke

Truth:       ride horse

ResNet3D:ride horse

SGM:        ride horse

Fig. 11. Correctly and Non-correctly classified video examples in HMDB-
51. The first column lists the examples both methods (ResNet3D and SGN)
classify correctly, the second column shows the examples ResNet3D fails
while SGN succeed, the third column indicates the examples ResNet3D
classify correctly while SGN does not, and the last column denotes the
examples both methods make wrong predictions.

(c) Evaluation on UCF-101 dataset. UCF-101 is a commonly
used action recognition dataset. The preprocessing procedures
are similar as before. And the reported results are the average
results based on the provided official train-test-split. The
original training set contains about 90 videos for each class,
which is insufficient for training a large network. Using non-
overlap video augmentation technique increases each action
class from 90 videos to approximately 1,000 video clips.
The average testing accuracy on video level are shown in
TABLE VI.

The trajectory based method is still competent to deal
with such complex dataset. Among these trajectory based
methods, TDD (which can be regarded as feature map level

TABLE VI
TESTING ACCURACY OF SGN ON UCF-101 DATASET COMPARED WITH

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS.

Method Acc

Traj Features

iDT [11] 76.2
iDT + FV [12] 85.9

iDT + HSV [73] 87.9
TDD + FV [74] 90.3

Pretrained CNN
ImageNet [75] 68.8

CNN-M-2048 [29] 73.0
VGG [30] 78.4

Single Image

Dynamic Image [70] 70.9
Single Frame [31] 74.2
Motion Image [9] 72.1
Optical Flow [31] 82.3

CNN Features

ConvNet [25] 63.3
LSTM [71] 75.8
C3D [27] 81.5

TSB-C3D [69] 82.7
I3D (without Optical Flow) [72] 84.5

I3D (with Optical Flow) [72] 98.0
ResNet3D [39] 85.8
FST CN [68] 87.9

Two-Stream [29] 88.0
Two-Stream+LSTM [33] 88.6

SGN(single SGM-G+RIB3b) 84.3
SGN(fusion SGMs-G+RCB4a+RCB4b) 87.8

Fusion Image

Dynamic Image+Frame [70] 76.9
Optical Flow+Frame [31] 85.9
Motion Image+Frame [9] 86.6

SGN(fusion SGMs-G+RCB4a+RCB4b)+Frame 90.5

iDT) with fisher vector encoding performs the best. Similar to
HMDB-51, there are attempts using frame representations for
video classification. The results are generally consistent with
HMDB-51. Besides, TABLE VI also provides results of some
simple methods, which integrate the frame level CNN features
simply via pooling and SVM for action classification. These
results are similar to methods using frame representation. SGN
is comparable with other methods.

Note that I3D [72] with optical flow gets the best perfor-
mance on both UCF-101 and HMDB-51. However, we have
the following explanations.

1) The aim of this paper is to design an action recognition
network that is especially suitable for cross-domain data.
Our results on cross-domain datasets (ODAR) ranked the
third place in Open-Domain Action Recognition chal-
lenge. Basically, UCF-101 is regarded to be environment-
constrained, therefore, the superiority of SGN is not
obvious.

2) The proposed semantic guided network is based on 3D
spatial-temporal convolution and RGB frames. Among
all of the methods using ONLY 3D convolution and
RGB frames, e.g., C3D, ResNet3D and I3D, our result
is the best. More intuitively, the results of SGN on UCF-
101 and HMDB-51 are 90.5% and 60.2%, while they
are 84.5% and 49.8% for I3D. This indicates that the
proposed UCF-101 is more superior to I3D in depicting
spatial-temporal information using only RGB frames.

3) Most state-of-the-art results boost their performance via
a combination with optical flow. I3D also explores the
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Fig. 12. Single class and average testing accuracy of ResNet and SGM on ODAR dataset.

advantage of optical flow, and gets an accuracy of 98%
and 80.2% for UCF-101 and HMDB-51. Nevertheless,
the drawback is that these methods need pre-extraction of
optical flow, which is time-consuming. Besides, it needs
a much larger dataset, e.g., Kinetics [76], for pre-training.
For SGN, it doesn’t need any preprocessing, it is fast of
391 fps on a single Titan X GPU and it is more suitable
when it comes to small datasets.

(d) Evaluation on ODAR dataset. ODAR is a recently
released cross domain action recognition dataset. It has 3,493
training videos, 1,450 validation videos and 2,033 testing
videos. Among the given 13 video classes, there is an unknown
class comprising multiple messy action classes.

TABLE VII illustrates the testing accuracy and SGN ranks
the third place. First, SGN improves the testing accuracy than
ResNet3D due to the contribution of SGM. Second, a com-
bination of multiple SGMs also boosts its performance. This
is due to the complementarity among differently layers. Note
fusion SGMs improves single SGM only by a small portion,
and the reason is that the training samples in ODAR dataset is
imbalanced. For example, there are only 84 training samples
in category clapping. Fusion SGM may not learn an accurate
semantic mask due to the lack of training samples. Third,
CrossDomain outperforms SGN. This is because using cross-
domain learning makes the training model more adaptable
to the diversity of the environment. Actually, SGN is also
designed to learn a video representation that is invariant to
environment change. If given sufficient training data, SGN will
be comparable to CrossDomain.

TABLE VII
TESTING ACCURACY OF SGN ON ODAR DATASET COMPARED WITH

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS.

Method Acc

†Two-Stream [29] 34.8
†FST CN [68] 38.6
ResNet3D [27] 39.0

SGN(single SGM-G+RIB3b) 42.6
SGN(fusion SGM-M+all RIB) 42.9

SGN(fusion SGM-M+all RIB)+Frame 45.9
∗SVM+X 2 43.3

∗CrossDomain 49.6

† The results are re-implemented.
* At http://sesame.comp.nus.edu.sg/workshop/odar2017/Program/.

For more clear comparison, this section also provides single

class testing accuracy in Fig. 12. Each method outperforms
the other in 6 categories. Nevertheless, SGN is particularly
suitable for the unknown class. Note that the unknown class
consists of multiple unrelated actions, e.g., pushup, play guitar,
chop, eat snack and turnaround etc. This indicates that SGN is
more robust than the original ResNet3D to background motion
and noise.

J. Discussion

In general, SGMs can be employed (e.g., single SGM and
fusion SGM) to improve recognition accuracy for videos, es-
pecially at middle or high blocks (e.g., RCB3a + RIB3b). SGN
outperforms single-modality models, (e.g., ResNet3D), and it
is also superior to multi-modality models, (e.g., Two-Stream
network), when combined with single frame. Nevertheless, the
performance of SGM relies on the number of training samples.
Among the three modules, SGM-G outperforms SGM-M if
given sufficient data, and vice versa. Fusion SGM also outper-
forms single SGM. For better demonstrating the advantages
of the proposed SGN, Fig. 13 also provides an intuitive
comparison of several state-of-the-art algorithms taking both
parameter complexity and testing accuracy into consideration.
Without demand for large number of parameters, SGN can
still get a comparable testing accuracy compared with state-
of-the-art algorithms. Thus the proposed SGN is capable of
action recognition.
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Fig. 13. Parameter Complexity vs. Testing Accuracy on UCF-101. Note that
only the results using RGB frames are reported.

Furthermore, the proposed SGN is also quite different from
the recently proposed SENet [77] in four aspects.
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1) The first distinctive difference is that SENet focuses on
channel selection, while SGN concentrates on spatial-
temporal guidance. For image recognition, which is the
task of SENet, different feature maps contain different
information. However, the image itself is stable and the
discriminative information might be preserved within
certain channels. That is exactly what SENet pursues.
SENet aims to improve the representational power of
a network by explicitly modeling the interdependen-
cies between the channels of its convolutional features.
Specifically, each channel is assigned a weight without
any spatial difference. Unfortunately, it is not the case
for videos. And a video sequence is quite different from
a series of static images due to their high temporal
correlation. Within a video clip, the action body may
move from the center to the corner. Consequently, it is
unreasonable to seek the combination of among channels.
Therefore, in SGN, both the channel dependencies and
the spatial-temporal guidance are explored.

2) The choice of activation function is quite different. SENet
employs sigmoid activation as the final output while SGN
exploits softmax activation. Even though sigmoid scales
the final output to 0 ∼ 1, it is also somewhat hard to train.
While for SGN, softmax is employed inspired by the
successfulness of attention mechanism and it is relatively
easy to train.

3) SENet presents a two-layer channel integration module,
which is similar to the mechanism of the proposed SGM-
M, that aims to obtain more nonlinearity and reduce
parameters. As additions, SGN also presents other two
modules, namely SGM-S and SGM-G, to help improve
the performance.

4) At last, SGN explores semantic information to guide
the network while SENet is not. The reason why SGN
introduces semantics and normal convolution not has
been thoroughly discusses in Section I

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel weakly semantic guided net-
work (SGN), which can reduce the disturbance of irrelevant
motions, for both environment constrained and cross domain
action recognition. In order to obtain the semantic information,
this paper presents three simple but effective semantic guided
modules (SGM) derived from ResNet3D under a weakly
supervised manner. The semantic guided network can focus
on the salient part of the given video and is more robust
to noises. This property enables the network suitable for
videos under variable environmental conditions. Promising
experimental results on several real-world datasets demonstrate
the effectiveness and robustness of SGN for action recognition.

Our future work will consider a joint spatial-temporal
attention model utilizing LSTM, due to the fact that LSTM
is naturally appropriate for dealing with sequential data. Also,
an efficient two-stream attention model utilizing both spatial
frame attention and temporal optical flow attention is under
consideration. Furthermore, we will validate the effectiveness
of SGN on big datasets, e.g., Kinetics, in the extension of our
future work.
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